“A GREAT DEAL OF VIRTUE AND PIETY,” wrote Thomas Merton in *Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander,* “is simply the easy price we pay in order to justify a life that is essentially trifling. Nothing is so cheap as the evasion purchased by just enough good conduct to make one pass as a ‘serious’ person.” (Continued on Page 50) BY ALEXANDER THEROUX
The Meaning of Giving
By Jimmie Carter

It is often said that for the poor and lonely, the holidays are the saddest time of the year. This time of giving, feasting, and being thankful for those we care for, can be heartwarming. At the Lush line of fashion for its fourth year of giving,San Francisco's women, men, and children from low-income families are given gifts to help break the cycle of poverty. This year, the Lush line has partnered with Children's Haven to provide gifts for 200 children. The gifts include clothing, toys, and other essentials to help the children feel loved and appreciated. This year, Lush line has also added a new addition to its gift giving campaign: a charity event. The event will take place on December 10th at the Lush line's flagship store in San Francisco. The event will feature live music, a silent auction, and other activities to raise money for Children's Haven. The Lush line is proud to support Children's Haven and to help break the cycle of poverty.
Holiday Charity

The story takes place in a small town where a charity event is being held. The event is to raise funds for a local school and the community is enthusiastic. There are various stalls set up, and people are coming together to support the cause.

At one of the stalls, a group of teenagers is selling hot dogs and drinks to raise money for the charity. They have set up a small stand with a grill and a refrigerator filled with drinks. The teenagers are working hard, grilling the hot dogs and making the drinks. They are friendly and engaging with the customers, making the event a success.

In another part of the town, a group of adults is playing a game of basketball to raise money for the charity. They are playing on a court set up in a park. The adults are having a great time, competing against each other, and raising money for a good cause.

The charitable event is a success, and the community comes together to support the local school and the community. The event helps to create a sense of unity and bring people together to work towards a common goal.
A Man of Letters
By Jeanneke DeWitt

Little packages of gravel used to arrive in special delivery mail at the Claremont home of Barry and Rene Fell. Accompanying the packages were long handwritten letters which the Fells were instructed to forward to the Claremont-Palos Verdes Library. It was a practice that continued through the years.

Fell's primary interests lay in the field of nature and the natural world. He was well known in the community for his dedication to environmental causes and his extensive knowledge of the flora and fauna of the region.

Rene Fell, a former member of the San Diego Audubon Society, had a deep appreciation for nature and the outdoors. She was also an active member of the local community, participating in various philanthropic endeavors.

The couple's home, located on the slopes of the Claremont Resort, was a hub of activity for the local community. It served as a gathering place for friends and family, and was often the site of readings and discussions on nature and conservation.

Fell's favorite pastime was to read outside and enjoy the natural beauty of the surrounding area. He would often spend hours studying the trees and plants, and would frequently share his knowledge with others.

The Fells' dedication to nature and the outdoors was reflected in their home, which was filled with plants and natural materials. They were both known for their love of gardening and their commitment to preserving the natural environment.

Eventually, as word of their dedication to the environment spread, the couple was invited to speak at various events. They were often asked to share their knowledge and passion for the natural world, and they were always eager to do so.

On a more personal level, Fell's love of nature and the outdoors was reflected in his writing. He was an accomplished poet, and his poems often celebrated the beauty and wonder of the natural world.

Fell's passion for nature and the outdoors was not limited to his personal life. He was also an active member of the community, and was involved in various environmental initiatives. He was a strong advocate for the protection of the local environment, and was a tireless advocate for the cause.
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Free Nights & Weekends!*
Celebrate Special Holiday Savings, Free Night & Weekend Promotion* And Great GiftPaks!

Sony
CMW333
$68
Any Service Plan!
- 2.5 S. Antenna
- 31 Hour Battery
- 3 Year Warranty
- Free battery charger
- Free earbuds
- Free Antenna

Nokia
$35
$17
Any Service Plan!
- Phone Only
- High-Capacity Battery
- Phone Charging Unit
- 3 Year Warranty

Oki
1305 Professional
$44
Any Service Plan!
- The Best On The Market
- 2 Year Warranty
- Battery Charger
- Antenna
- Headset

TSA
Wireless
$44
Any Service Plan!
- Exclusive Membership
- 2 Year Warranty
- Battery Charger
- Antenna
- Headset

Wow! Add $44.00 to any of these great phone deals and get a TSA GiftPak!

GiftPak Includes:
- Leather Carrying Case
- Automobile Adapter
- 555 Gift Certificate To Any Store At UTC Mall
- 60 Day Gift Exchange Program
- Free Gift Wrap
- 3 Year Replacement Warranty

AioPox
PR140
$0.00
Any Service Plan!
- 2 Year Warranty
- Hassle-Free Returns
- Charge Only
- Battery Charger

AioPox
MV300
$33
Any Service Plan!
- SIM Card Portable
- SIM Card Smartphone Storage
- Included Phone Battery
- Polytop Charger
- 2 Year Warranty

AioPox
MV300
$39
Any Service Plan!
- Flip Phone
- 1 Year Warranty
- Incl. Card Reader
- 100 Phone Battery

NEC
Talkz
EXEC 700
$44
Any Service Plan!
- Microphone
- 2 Year Warranty
- Cable Cord
- Battery Charger

NEC
Talkz
EXEC 700
$0.00
Any Service Plan!
- Microphone
- 1 Year Warranty
- Cable Cord
- Battery Charger

Authorized Agent

GTE Mobilnet
More Than Cellular Phones, Cellular Service

FREE SAME DAY DELIVERY AND DEMOS AT YOUR HOME OR OFFICE!

CHULA VISTA/SOUTH BAY 619-595-5959
VISTA 619-945-9455
SAN MARCOS 619-626-6260
KEARNY MESA 619-380-3800
DEL MAR/SOLANA BEACH 760-595-9000

Phone Prices Require Annual Subscription $9.95. Service Sold Separately. Photos Represented As An Example. Actual Product May Vary. Service May Not Be Available In All Areas. Additional Rates May Apply.
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Every Time I Go Out among Men

The idea is not that talking is sinful, but that silence is conductive to meditation.

I was young and had many erotic thoughts. The Madonna pictured on the stained glass over the main altar in the church looked embarrassingly like a beautifulapons girlfriend of mine.

We can print your logo on anything!
HOLIDAYS ARE HERE! 70% OFF ON MEN'S FASHIONS & ACCESSORIES 4 DAYS ONLY DECEMBER 28th–31st
"I want an Audiovox cellular phone. I want no start-up fees. I want free calling nights and weekends. I want $25 off my first month's bill. I want a cigarette lighter adapter. I want—Hey, do you want to write all this down?"
They Opened His Chest Like the Doors of a Church

The Heart of the Matter between Father and Daughter

BY BO CALDWELL
FREE NEW PHONES
ON ANY ANNUAL PLAN
*Largest Selection of Free Phones in Town*

WE BUY AND TRADE CELLULAR PHONES
ATTENTION AirTouch Customers
We're buying your old phones right now and we will give you a cash advance free of charge. Any phone is good, we want to buy your business! World is changing, so do you.

CELLULAR CITY
7935 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 569-6669

A BRILLIANT IDEA TO BUY DIAMOND SALE

Balding? Great Hair ... Again!

EXPERIENCE THE PRIDE OF PERSONAL BREWING.
MURPHY'S CUSTOM BREWING
Get the experience and custom blends you desire in your own home - no longer just for the professionals. Jazz-up your whole family with our 60 different profiles to choose from. Or, if you prefer, we can tailor a custom blend for you to create your own unique flavor. Contact us today.

SOFT CONTACTS BAUCH & LOMB
DAILY $68
FREE COLLEGE DISCOUNT
FREE PROFESSIONAL DISCOUNT
EVERLASTING $45
SPECIAL $46.95
1-HOUR SERVICE $79
1-800-298-EYES
SAME LOCATION SINCE 1976
DR. TED MECKLENBURG

At these prices, everybody can have a Healthy Holiday.

No enrollment Fee

Soft Contacts Bauch & Lomb

Softer, clearer vision, less dryness, less redness.

NO MELODY
1-800-24-WORKOUT

24 NAUTILUS CENTER

Slimmer, more energized, more fit.

A great opportunity to shape up at California's foremost centers for total fitness and nutrition.

Just in time for the holidays, we're giving you a great opportunity to shape up at California's

We're opening our doors for the holidays, so don't miss this one.

Grand Opening! 2 Weeks For $20!
When asked how he feels about his baldness, Dad says, "No, just a feeling of discomfort and great sadness."
tis the Season to Make a Good Impression

...with last minute gifts from Just for the Halibut.

'Cause if you don't you might end up with cold in your stockings. Seriously, this is the season many individuals and businesses try to gift something to friends and family. Don't make a silly mistake by offering a poor selection of gifts. Turn happiness to a pretentious smile. Just for the Halibut has San Diego's most wonderful selection of boxes gifts, fancy papers and gourmet chocolates. After all, "It's the season!"

CARDS - GIFTS - GOURMET CHOCOLATES - JEWELRY

Melrose Town Center
1500 W. Pico Blvd. (619) 224-6224

Running late? Don't worry! Just for the Halibut has a great selection of boxed New Year's cards to save the day!

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!

Special Offer!

NEW $59

BUY BROKER DIRECT SAVE REAL MONEY

MENTS SILVERMAN INC.

Call 490-4948 to receive your FREE RK VIDEO

It features offers one FREE RK SCREENING EXAMINATION and two sets of disposable soft contacts for just $69.
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Calendar

The Computer Is So Fascinating for Little White Nerds

Mark Miner Performs the First Book of Homer's Iliad

Local Events

- Local Events
- Classical Music Review
- Art Review and Museum
- Theater Review
- Pop Music
- Movie Review
- Restaurant Reviews
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San Diego Reader Phone Matches
1-900-844-6282
$1.49/min. $1.99 first minute. From outside San Diego County call 1-900-454-6375 ($1.99/min.)

Phone Matches Success Stories:
Teresa Bell and Michael Burmil

Teresa: That evening we were out and ended up at my house, having in the parking lot for the first time in seven years.

Michael: The next day we met at the C.J. street fair. We had a great time. We ended up having a lot of stories before the fourth of July.

Teresa: We are now better than ever after that. We told our friends about the three of them. Later...

Michael: I was looking at a girl, and I saw her. I said, "Hi!" and... Teresa: ...Later...

Teresa: Michael proposed to her last week, next to the rocking chair in Farming. We're going to marry this fall.

San Diego Reader Phone Matches
1-900-844-6282
$1.49/min. $1.99 first minute. From outside San Diego County call 1-900-454-6375 ($1.99/min.)
Holiday Special

Air Hot Balloon Ride
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
All reservations for this Deal are required. Please call for details.
Champagne, pink sparkling wine, 2 glasses of champagne for $25.00.
Call 481-9122.
I Wept in My Dream
Baritone Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau can express longing, ecstasy, or anguish through the way he utters a single consonant.

The art of baritone singing is a uniquely emotional experience. It combines the rich, resonant timbre of the male voice with the expressive capacities of the human voice. In his interpretation of the baritone role, Fischer-Dieskau demonstrates a unique ability to convey the emotional depth and complexity of a character. His singing is characterized by a powerful and emotive quality that can evoke a wide range of emotions in the listener.

However, Fischer-Dieskau's vocal techniques often go beyond the specific demands of the role. His singing is characterized by a remarkable command of breath control and phrasing, which allows him to convey the emotional nuances of a role with great precision. This is particularly evident in his interpretation of the role of Don Giovanni, where his singing is characterized by a powerful and emotive quality that can evoke a wide range of emotions in the listener.

Fischer-Dieskau is often praised for his ability to capture the essence of a role through his singing. His emotive quality is particularly evident in the role of Don Giovanni, where he manages to convey the complex emotions of the character with great skill.

In conclusion, Fischer-Dieskau's singing is characterized by a powerful and emotive quality that can evoke a wide range of emotions in the listener. His singing is a unique and emotive experience that is sure to inspire and move audiences.
He Proposed to Chambermaids

"I bought a painting from him once. It was of Shirley Temple with a swastika in the background."

INTERVIEW

December 31,
New Year's Eve Celebration
Flamenco Dinner Show Extravaganza

Be a part of the Sevilla Experience...

New Year's Eve Flamenco Dinner Show & Dance Party!

Cafe Sevilla

LIVE MUSIC
The Turtles, The Zombies, The Moody Blues, King Crimson

Kirkland's

Bodies

Sunday, December 31
555 Fourth Avenue
Downtown
For reservations call 233-5979

Club Brazil

1010 El Dorado Street
San Diego, California 92101

December 24, Christmas Eve Celebration
Club Brazil

CoCoBeats, DJ Soft, DJ Loco

LIVE SAMBA SHOW: Brazilian samba bands including Samba Social and Samba lessons by Mario at 8pm

Street starts at 10pm and ends close at 1:30am
San Diego Samba School
Every Sunday at 5:30 pm
Get Downtown for the Countdown!

Head downtown to Johnny's 801 to celebrate the New Year! In honor of 1996, we're offering a special New Year's Eve package featuring a delicious four-course dinner, complimentary champagne toast, early favors, and VIP admission into our nightclub. If you want to "Rock 'n Roll" into 1996, then head downtown to our nightclub and dance the night away to the sounds of the '70s, '80s, and '90s.

Space is limited, so please call 555-1234 to reserve your seats today.

Two Packages Available:

- **Package #1**: $80 per person (includes dinner and admission)
- **Package #2**: $40 per person (admission only)

Call now to reserve your seats! 555-1234. Club admission is $5 in advance and must be secured by 6 PM on 12/31. Be here for "New Year's Eve!"
Tired of Watching the Ball Drop?

Brainfoot
New Year's Extravaganza

1996

Don't be the little piggy
that stayed home.

A limited number of advance tickets are now available for $30 per person.

Take advantage of one of our special luxury room packages with dinner and
breakfast for two included. Prices starting as low as $129.30.

For reservations call 254-4630.

Sponsored by
San Diego Chevrolet
Dealers

CLUB 66
WEEKEND
WARM-UP!

Get ready for the Best Ball Drop Rehersal Ever!

Don't miss the New Year's Eve Bash

FREE PARKING
1404 W. 5th Ave, San Diego 254-4630
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"A PURE ADRENALINE RUSH"

"ACTION PACKED SUSPENSE LIKELY YOU WON'T BELIEVE!"

"SOME OF THE BEST ACTION THRILLS SINCE THE ORIGINAL DIE HARD!"

"SHEER EXCITMENT"

"VAN DAMME SHOOTS AND SCORES"

"VAN DAMME SUDDEN DEATH"

"THE BLOCKBUSTER OF THE YEAR!"

"HEAT HAS GOT IT ALL! THE STARS. THE EXCITEMENT...AND THE ACCLAIM."

"TIME"

"SAYS THE TRULY EPIC... A MASTERCRAFT WHOLY ORIGINAL."

"NEWSDAY"

"A STUNNING CULPRIT DRAMA... MADE THE MOST IMPRESSIVE DEBUT OF ANY MOVIE THIS YEAR. PACINO AND DE NIRO ARE GREAT."

"THE NEW YORK TIMES"

"PACKING A LOT OF ACTION AND THE STARS IT'S A HIGH-NOON OF THE ACTING WORLD BETWEEN THE TWO TALANTS."

"USA TODAY"

"SAYS TO THE WORLD " IMPRESSING. HEAT TRANSFORMS THE GENRE."

"SISKEL & EBERT"

"TWO THUMBS UP"

"PACINO, DE NIRO, KILMER"

"HEAT"
An Age of Assassins

Do restaurateurs imagine that they will catch the golden ring just by locating in the Gaslamp?

F. Scott Fitzgerald once wrote that the golden ring of the 1920s was to be worn on the face of a man and not on his wrist. And so it is today that the golden ring of the Gaslamp Quarter, a symbol of prestige and elegance, is sought by those who wish to be recognized as members of the haute cuisine elite. But is it worth catching? Is it worth the price that must be paid to establish oneself in the Gaslamp Quarter?

The most impeccableasaclation of my recent travels has been as a tourist in the Gaslamp. I was staying in the backcountry areas, exploring small towns and villages, and generally avoiding the tourist traps. But then I arrived in the Gaslamp, and everything changed. The restaurants were overcrowded, the prices were outrageous, and the service was terrible. It was like being in a time warp, where everything was on a grander scale than it needed to be.

The restaurants in the Gaslamp Quarter are all very nice, but none of them are particularly special. They all have the same menus, the same decor, and the same prices. It's like being in a theme park, where everything is designed to look and feel the same.

In conclusion, the Gaslamp Quarter is not worth catching. It is overpriced, overcrowded, and overrated. It is not a place to go if you want to experience the best of San Diego's dining scene. If you want to catch the golden ring, look elsewhere.
Celebrate New Year's In The Height of Luxury.

Top of the Hotel
Ring in the New Year on top of the tallest waterfront hotel on the West Coast. Dance the night away to the finest sounds of Hot Red Lincoln. 7pm to 1am. $55 without admission.

Sally's
Renowned Chef Fabrizio Fugate has created an exciting five course menu that will delight you and your guests. Your package includes live entertainment by The Tony Brothers, dancing and party favors, doughnut samples as complimentary plus one New Year's Day Breakfast Buffet, $39.00 per person inscription.

Washington's
Join us for a special New Year's Eve celebration on top of the historic Hotel Del Coronado. Our menu features a five course dinner with champagne toast, $69.00 per person inclusive.

Last's
Ring in the New Year with an International Champagne Brunch buffet, the Ultimate package includes everything you need to ring in the New Year, $69.00 per person inclusive.

New Year's on the Island
San Diego's Original Chang in Costa Verde and Grossmont Center invites you to celebrate the New Year with us. Enjoy our new Din A Soirée menu every day during lunch at our Costa Verde location.

Chang
Cuisine of China

Join us at the Kiva Grill and bring in 1999

New Year's Eve Party Includes:
- Live entertainment by The Tony Brothers
- Dancing and party favors
- Doughnut samples as complimentary

Even snicker than last year, folks!
Since 1977

The University for Humanistic Studies

Offering a unique educational experience to mature adults

Evening and weekend classes for Bachelors, Masters, and Doctoral Degrees inc.

- Humanities Studies
- Leadership Development
- Psychology
- Marriage, Family & Child Counseling
- Sports Counseling
- Doctor of Psychology
- Ph.D. in Psychology
- emphasis in Integral Studies

WINTER CLASSES STARTING ON JANUARY 3rd

Call or Write Today: (619) 250-8733
380 Stevens Avenue, Suite 210
Solana Beach, CA 92075
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THE READER PUZZLE

by Don Rubin

#891 Math Confusion
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NOTE TO THE READER:

If you need dental work or a free phone match, call 1-900-844-6282. If you need to contact the San Diego County office, call 1-900-844-6282.

If you're looking for a professional match, call 1-900-844-6282. If you need to contact the San Diego County office, call 1-900-844-6282.

For all other inquiries, please contact the San Diego County office at 1-900-844-6282.